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Secure Your Trading Edge

VantagePoint
Intermarket Analysis Software
Trading is hard work normally, but in these volatile times of global economic
uncertainty, high-frequency trading, and almost daily risk-on, risk-off institutional
buying and selling, individual traders need something really different to compete
successfully. VantagePoint Intermarket Analysis Software (VantagePoint, Website:
www.TraderTech.com) from Market Technologies delivers highly accurate, near
term, market-trend predictions based on leading, not just lagging, indicators.
VantagePoint’s indicators derive from highly sophisticated neural networks that
analyse data for each market based on information from at least 25 “connected”
markets (intermarkets). Given VantagePoint’s accuracy statistics measured over
decades, this unique software provides the edge that you can use in today’s
unforgiving global markets.

Product Overview
VantagePoint does not produce
buy or sell signals, nor is it an
automated trading system. The
software analyses intermarket
data for each of its markets and
then its neural-network “brain”
produces near term predictions
in the form of leading, technical
indicators and its proprietary
Predicted Neural Index (PIndex),
the indicator measured for
VantagePoint’s accuracy tests.

The PIndex predicts whether a
3-day simple moving average of
the typical price (high, low, and
closing price) will be higher or
lower two days into the future.
The Predicted Neural Index, when
combined with various other
leading technical indicators that
VantagePoint offers, allows you
to identify opportunistic trades
worldwide very quickly.
VantagePoint’s leading
indicators make highly accurate

F1) The Best Trading Opportunities Each Day

Using the trademarked IntelliScan feature VantagePoint will ﬁlter
through thousands of markets and stocks within seconds to pinpoint the best trading opportunities for the trader. The ﬁlters are
customisable and numerous ﬁlters can be used to reﬁne the search.
Using the suite of Predictive Indicators available in VantagePoint, you
will be alerted days ahead of the possible signal.
Source: www.TraderTech.com
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daily predictions for more than
1300 markets in eight categories:
Futures/Commodities Forex,
ETFs, U.S. Stocks, Canadian
Stocks, Canadian Funds, and
Indian Stocks.
• The Futures/Commodities
category covers all of the
major ﬁnancial and commodity
markets.
• The Forex category includes
the eight major currency pairs
and 13 important cross pairs.
• The ETF category includes
U.S., Canadian and
International Short and Ultra
Short funds.
• The U.S., Canadian, U.K.
and Indian Stock categories
comprise all the major trading
sectors while the Canadian
Funds category includes
Diversiﬁed, Industrial, and
REIT funds. VantagePoint’s
latest version adds the
Australian ASX to its
impressive offerings.

Accuracy Test
It is easy to say VantagePoint
is highly accurate, so do not
believe the words; believe the
tests. Independent research
has conﬁrmed the accuracy
(consistently above 80 per cent)
of VantagePoint’s Predicted
Neural Index, since the software
was ﬁrst introduced in 1991.
For this review, an
independent analyst was
commissioned to perform
tests on the accuracy of
VantagePoint’s PIndex. He
chose at random, a forex pair, a
futures market, and an individual
U.S. Stock. He then analysed
three years of actual market
data from November 2008 to
November 2011. The average
of the results below is 79.7 per
cent, which is quite astonishing
given the market volatility of the
last three years, and it suggests
strongly that the 80 per cent
plus forecasting accuracy rate
itself is attainable.

System Requirements
Operating System:
Processor:
Memory:
Screen Resolution:
Hard Disk:

Price:

XP (SP3), Vista (SP1), 7
1.4 GHz
1 GB (XP), 2 GB (Vista, 7)
1024x768
Approximately 1 GB of available hard-disk space for VantagePoint.
Up to approximately one GB of additional available hard-disk space
for data provider software and data
$2900
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With all the sophisticated
algorithms and complexity “under
the hood” producing its accuracy
at predicting market trends, one
might assume that the software
itself would be difﬁcult to use
– particularly for new traders.
Quite the opposite. Market
Technologies has done a superb
job of creating high-performance
software that is graphically
efﬁcient and easy-to-use, due
to the features and capabilities
built into the software and reﬁned
through numerous updates and
feedback from VantagePoint’s
thousands of customers around
the world.
Unique Features
and Capabilities
By design, VantagePoint removes
most of the work inherent in
ﬁnding and conﬁrming potentially
proﬁtable trades. The software’s
IntelliScan feature is one reason it
is so effortless and simple to use.
This “ﬁltering” capability identiﬁes
potential trades in seconds,
based on dozens of customisable
technical ﬁlters. After producing
a list of high-probability trades, a
mouse click instantly takes you to
the associated market chart.
For those who like to track and
compare historical data, the daily
and historical data tables feature
is very useful. These tables are
exportable into Excel.
A feature that adds to the
efﬁciency of VantagePoint is

F2) Spotting Proﬁtable Trades Is Easy

VantagePoint’s proprietary patent-pending Predicted Moving Average
indicators reduce the lag and are able to anticipate a trend ahead
of time. The Blue Line is the predicted moving average. When the
Predicted Moving average is above the actual moving average Trend
is expected to go up. If the blue line is below the black line market
trend is expected to go down. Additional conﬁrmation from the other
predictive indicators increase accuracy to 85% - 90% accuracy.
Source: www.TraderTech.com
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the quick interchangeability of
its leading technical indicators.
A couple of quick mouse clicks
and a new chart with the newly
selected indicators instantly pops
up. You can save these indicators
for each market or you can apply
them universally to all
the markets in your
portfolio.
You can also set
your chart-data
time frame to days,
weeks, months, and
one year, or you can
customise it to ﬁt your
precise need. The
Zoom feature allows
you to instantly jump
between time frames
with one mouse
click. Another click
of the mouse in the
Help section and you go to the
VantagePoint Learning Centre
where all of the features and how
to use them are explained clearly.

one reason VantagePoint
has maintained its premier
status within the ﬁnancial
software industry is because
it originated from the mind of
one of the earliest pioneers in
the technical analysis trading

software for the personal
computer when he founded
Market Technologies in 1979.
Additionally, through continued
reﬁnements and improvements
to VantagePoint’s forecasting
accuracy, Mendelsohn has taken
trading software into
the 21st century with
his ground-breaking
accomplishments
at applying artiﬁcial
intelligence and
data pattern
recognition to the
task of performing
intermarket analysis
and trend forecasting
in today’s highly
intertwined global
ﬁnancial markets.
Market
Technologies
has continued to increase
VantagePoint’s predictive
accuracy over the past two
decades by reﬁning its application
of neural networks to global
intermarket data, while continually
adding new leading, predictive
indicators to the software,
expanding the number of markets
covered, and enhancing the
software’s functionality and userfriendliness. Even newcomers to
trading can easily beneﬁt from its
forecasting capabilities without
having to know what is “under
the hood”. The real value behind
VantagePoint is that it does all of
the heavy lifting for you.

Independent research
has conﬁrmed the
accuracy (consistently
above 80 per cent) of
VantagePoint’s Predicted
Neural Index.

Conclusion
For those who might not know,

software industry – Louis
Mendelsohn. Mendelsohn
is recognised for having
introduced the capabilities
of both strategy back-testing
and intermarket analysis in
commercially available trading

T1) Test on the Accuracy of PIndex
Forex
Futures
U.S. Stock

EUR/USD
E-mini Light Sweet Crude Oil
Whole Foods (WFM)

79.0%
81.6%
78.5%

The independent analyst Dr. Ted W. Warnock analysed three years of actual market data from November 2008
to November 2011. The result: VantagePoint’s PIndex predicted market trends correctly with an average of 79.7
per cent.
Source: Dr. Ted W. Warnock
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F3) The Next Day’s Trading Range

Utilising Artiﬁcial Intelligence to analyse the relationships other
markets have on the market being traded VantagePoint predicted the
next day’s high and next day’s low giving you the day’s trading range.
This information is used by day traders as well as swing traders for
stop setting and picking the best possible entry and exit points.
Source: www.TraderTech.com

